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Interview with:
CHRIS GARBUTT

B sat down with Hell’s Angel writer and artist CHRIS GARBUTT to discuss
ringing us the cheekiest little devil in the pages of Monster Fun, We

his work, his inspiration, and how he began his journey from a reader
like you to working in the exciting world of comics and animation!
Hi Chris, and welcome! So, first
question, can you tell us what
Hell’s
Angel
is
all
about?

Saying that though, I wasn’t trying
to capture or recreate a specific
tone. I feel it’s very important to be
yourself when producing anything
creative. What I get from revisiting
old comics is a deeper appreciation
of the work that the writers and
artists put into each strip. The level
or artistry and energy in comics is
so high. It’s a great creative kick in
the backside that makes you think,
if I’m going to produce something
under the banner of a great title like
Monster Fun, alongside top comic
talent, in an industry with such a rich
history, then I have to work VERY hard
and put everything I can into it!

CHRIS GARBUTT: Of course! Hell’s Angel
is about a young demon girl who has an
angelic heart of gold. Her innocent,’
do-gooding ’ approach to life is a
constant source of bewilderment
and
annoyance
to
her
fellow
demons, who ’s dastardly deeds she is
constantly, and inadvertently, ruining!

With that in mind, how do you
create the Hell’s Angel strips?
What’s
your
process?
When Writing Hell’s Angel for
Monster Fun, do you tend to simply
think up hilarious antics that would
fit the comic and create each comic
strip from there, or do you read
lots of other comic strips to get
a feel of what you could do?

CG: I mostly work digitally, and
generally do all my work with design
software on my laptop. I have been
experimenting with various ones, which
all give a slightly different feel, and
it’s also nice to have something a bit
more portable. I do find that as
I tend to fuss too much over
my linework I’m WAY faster
if I do everything 100%
digitally and more easily
remove or amend lines.

CG: I’m a HUGE fan of comics of all
shapes and sizes, and have been
obsessed with British comics and
their history ever since growing up in
Yorkshire in the 70s and 80s, reading
any comics I could get my hands on!

But I was very much
into
the
traditional
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approach for most of my life, and
still sketch a lot traditionally
too, mainly with pens on post-it
notes. In fact, I actually produced
the
black
and
white
artwork
for the first Hell’s Angel strip
traditionally by sketching it out!

onwards! I
scope for
her demon
mishaps and
How
did
comics
grabbed

feel there’s plenty of
stories with Helly and
pals, so expect more
mischief in the future!
you
first
get
into
what
comics
really
you
as
a
kid?

CG: My introduction to comics as a
reader, and probably one of the
biggest influences on me becoming
a cartoonist, was my Grandparents
buying me and my brother a new comic
every week. We’d read each issue
inside and out, and made sure we got
comic annuals every Christmas!

What were your thoughts after
seeing
Hell’s
Angel
for
the
first time in the Monster Fun
Halloween
Spooktacular?
CG: It was super exciting to see the
strip in the Spooktacular! Especially
seeing it alongside all the other
strips from the incredible talent
Rebellion
had
put
together.

From that I started drawing comics,
creating characters and stories with
my brother, and scribbling all over
the used computer paper my Dad would
bring home from work. When we were
10 years old, my friend and I then
decided to make our own comics. We
called ourselves DC Comics (Dave and
Chris Comics), although thankfully
our impact on the comics industry
was so tiny that our company name
didn’t lead to a hefty lawsuit! Myself
and Dave kept producing comics
for years and years after that.

It’s always been a dream of mine
to have a strip in a British comic,
so it was a real buzz! I’d actually
come over for a trip to the UK
just around the publication date,
so it was a thrill to walk into a
newsagent and buy a physical issue
of a comic with my work in there.
Will Hell’s Angel have a regular
comic strip in Monster Fun?

We actually Sent out some of the
last comics we created to creators
and publishers we admired, in the
hope of getting work or feedback.
Although it was pointed out that some
of the narrative in our comic was
rather confusing, the feedback we
got was still very encouraging. That
then eventually lead to me getting
a job in animation and comics.

CG: Yes, indeed! Helly appears in
issue #1, and hopefully from then

Now
you
work
as
an
animator
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of TV! From being Creator and
Executive
Producer
of
the
Netflix/Nickelodeon
Original
Series Pinky Malinky and Netflix’s
We Lost Our Human, plus work for
Dreamworks, The Amazing World
of Gumball, and a lot more!

to try to work across various
different areas of the entertainment
industry; comics, animation, tv series,
adverts, video games, illustration,
and
children’s
books.
Drawing,
writing and creating are skills that
have value across many platforms. I
definitely found that the best way to
turn my passions into a career that
I love doing was to utilize my skills
across animation, illustration, comics
and anywhere else I could exchange
my drawings for tea and biscuits! But,
all that being said, I always come
back to wanting to make comics.

But did you always want to be
an animator? Or did you just
want
to
work
in
comics?
CG: comics were always my first
love, and my main passion. when I
grew up loving and watching all
the cartoons I could get my hands
on, and also wanting to make my
own characters that jumped and ran
around like that on the screen, it
seemed like a magical, otherworldly
thing that existed inside the TV, and
was made in some far away land,
using a process that was completely
mystical and unknown to me.

Finally, what’s next from you?
CG: I’m hoping to keep creating more
Hell’s Angel stories for a while
yet! Beyond that, I’m in the early
stages of writing and drawing a
brand-new
graphic
novel
series
which hasn’t been announced yet,
so exciting things to come...

What I loved in both cartoons and
comics was the creation of characters
and worlds. Comics made the most
sense, though, as an outlet, as they
were a very physical thing that I held
in my hands. I found I could pick up a
pen and paper and very quickly make my
own. It was only later on that my mind
was opened up to the wider world and
the animation industry began to show
itself as a potential career path.
It can be very hard to make a living
with comics as your only source of
money. It’s not impossible, but the
truth is that the majority of comic
jobs don’t pay as well as the majority
of animation jobs. So the trick is

ReAd more of HelL’s AnGel’s
AdVenTures in MonSter FuN!
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